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Abstract 

This paper presents the explicit and implicit extended moving least squares (MLS) difference methods for solving 1-
D Stefan problem. In the Stefan problem, the interfacial boundary involving phase transformation moves and it 
provokes the jump in the solution gradient field. In the MLS difference method, Taylor polynomial is extended by 
adding wedge function that exhibit the normal derivative jump. By using a kinetic relation for interfacial physics, 
very simple approximation for the Stefan problem is proposed, which accurately captures the moving interfacial 
singularity and no remeshing is required for the moving boundary. Difference equations for the governing equations 
are constructed at nodes directly. The explicit scheme yields a linear system but the implicit scheme makes a 
nonlinear one. The explicit scheme is simple and efficient but the implicit scheme provides more stable and accurate 
solution. Numerical examples show that the method achieves excellent accuracy and efficiency in solving semi-
infinite melting problem with moving boundary. 
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1. Introduction 

The Stefan problem is one of well known moving boundary problems in which phase transforming 
boundary from liquid to solid or vice versa changes the position to equilibrate the heat flux between two 
phases. The basic partial differential equation is heat transfer equation; nevertheless, solving the problem 
is not straightforward due to the moving boundary. In general, when solving the problem, a special 
numerical technique equipped with nonlinear solution tool is required; the technique should be able to 
track the moving boundary. Many numerical schemes have been known to solve the Stefan problem such 
as Immersed Interface Method (IIM; LeVeque and Li 1994), Front-Tracking Method (Juric and 
Tryggvason 1996) and X-FEM (Chessa et al. 2002). However, these methods actually involve very 
complex formulation and boundary tracking scheme like Level Set Method (Osher and Sethian 1988) 
which make the numerical method severely complicated. More specifically, Caldwell and Kwan (2004) 
and Javierre (2006) solved 1-D Stefan problem by finite difference method (FDM) based scheme but they 
failed to show not only excellent accuracy but also good efficiency.  

In this paper, a new numerical method that can solve 1-D Stefan problem accurately and effectively is 
presented. The method is called MLS difference method; it is based on Taylor expansion using Moving 
Least Squares method. It has attractive aspects coming from FDM and meshfree method. The governing 
partial differential equations are discretized by explicit and implicit schemes. An iterative solution 
procedure is implemented in the implicit scheme. It will be shown that the MLS difference methods 
achieve excellent performance in accuracy and convenience surpassing those of the aforementioned 
numerical methods. 

2. Extended MLS Approximation for Interfacial Solution 

In one dimensional case, for a given function ( ) ( )mu Cx , m-th order Taylor polynomial removing 
the high order terms at an arbitrary position y is written as  
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m mx yp  is the polynomial vector and ( )a y contains the 
derivative of ( )u x  at y  up to m-th order. To get ( )a y , a weighted residual with quadratic form is 
employed as following  
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where Iw x y  denotes a weight function with  indicating the radius of weight function and 

Iu ’s are nodal solutions at Ix . From the stationary condition 0J a , ( )a y  can be calculated and 
replacing y by x yields ( )xa  including the derivative approximations, (0) ( )u x , , ( ) ( )mu x . Note that 
this process is the expansion of Taylor series using Moving Least Squares (MLS) technique. 
Setting apart the regular approximation in equation (1), let us consider the interfacial approximation by 
introducing the wedge function ( )b y  as follows 
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where ( ) ( )b y y s t  and s(t) is the position of moving boundary at a certain time. The magnitude of 
normal derivative jump u

x  is given from the governing equations. The detailed derivation of the 
wedge function can be referred to Kim et al. (2007). In equation (3), ( )a y  is calculated by the same 
process as in regular approximation. Unlike FDM, the approximations in equation (1) and (3) can 
interpolate function anywhere in numerical domain. Note that the approximations involves nearly no 
differentiation. So, the speed of derivative computation is dramatically fast compared to the conventional 
meshfree methods.  

3. MLS Difference Method  

3.1. Stefan Problem 

Consider the melting of a material initially at its freezing temperature fu  in the half-plane x>0 subject to 
a time-dependent temperature change at x=0. The governing equation for the process is 
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subject to boundary and interface conditions 
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where u is the temperature, ( ) s
tv t ,

f refc u u

L  is the Stefan number, c is the specific heat, L is the 
latent heat and refu  is some reference temperature.  

3.2. Modeling of Moving Boundary 

The normal derivative jump can naturally be related to the interface moving velocity, i.e. 
u u u v
x x x . Therefore, the modified -th derivative approximation takes the form 
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where ( ) ( )I x  is the -th order shape function. Note that v is obtained as a part of the solution after 
solving the discretized system of equations.  

3.3. Discretization of the Governing Equations 

When considering the update of interface position in the explicit manner as follows  

1( ) = ( ) ( )n n ns t s t t v t , (8) 

The Backward Euler scheme yields the difference equation for equation (4) as following 
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On the other hand, when the interface position is implicitly updated by  

1 1( ) = ( ) ( )n n ns t s t t v t , (10) 

The difference equation for the equilibrium equation yields a nonlinear system because 1( )ns t  is 
additional unknown at n+1 step. In this case, an iterative solution procedure is employed using a 
convergence criterion with respect to the computed velocity.  

4. Numerical Examples 

Figure 1 (left) shows the interface position according to time variation computed by explicit and 
implicit methods. At right side of figure 1, a magnified shot is presented for clarity. Note that the implicit 
scheme gives more accurate prediction for the interface position. Also, in figure 2, temperature 
distribution and the temperature gradient with time variation computed by 81 node model are depicted at 
left and right sides, respectively. The reader can see the interface that moves as time elapses. Furthermore, 
it is clearly seen that the jump in the gradient field is sharply captured, which has not been easily shown 
by other numerical methods. 
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Figure 1: Interface position w/ time (left) and the magnified shot (right). 

5. Conclusions 

In this paper, the MLS difference method for solving moving boundary problem is presented. The new 
numerical method is based on Taylor expansion using MLS technique, which takes advantages of FDM 
and meshfree method. It can solve the 1-D Stefan problem very fast and accurately. Since it does not 
involve grid structure, the modeling of moving boundary is very ease. Also, it does not need any 
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additional boundary tracking scheme like level set method because the kinetic relation for the moving 
boundary is already immersed in the approximation. Numerical experiments successfully show the 
accuracy and stability of the numerical schemes. The method is expected to be easily applied to various 
moving boundary problems in multi dimensions. 

Figure 2: Temperature distribution w/ time (left) and temperature gradient w/ time (right). 
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